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History 1996 - 2016

1996
Well a good place to start would be with the 50th Anniversary weekend. A good
time was had by all from what I can remember…
Friday evening we had a Wine Tour to a Niagara Falls Winery. After partaking in
the free samples we headed back to the Clubhouse for a Wine and Cheese
party. We continued to drink wine into the wee hours of the morning.
The next day was started with Breakfast at the Food Booth followed by our
Nostalgia ride

Nostalgia Ride Chippewa Park Site of First Meeting

Another scene from the Nostalgia Ride
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We had a bike display in the afternoon with everyone bringing out older
motorcycles they had or still owned. The best display hands down went to
Jimmy Orosz for the most motorcycles and a really awesome display.

Jimmy O`s Motorcycle Display

Al Fair with two of his daughters and his former 1940 Indian Chief
Restored by Chris Simmons the founder of Friday the 13th
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Later in the afternoon we did a photo shoot from the bridge on the140 with Don
Tait as our photographer. Bob did a fantastic job and we were able to isolate 4
bikes at a time and make prints for the club member as we hope to do for our
70th Anniversary. Bob also took the grandstand picture.

The ride was led by:
Chester Osten (left)
Audrey Alexander (right)
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The same year the club celebrated our 50th Anniversary there was another
Anniversary to be celebrated as well. Audrey Alexander was celebrating 50
years of continuously riding a Harley Davison.

John Clare presenting Audrey with a letter from Harley Davidson
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As with most of the Anniversary weekends we have had in the past, a creative
member (Jeffrey Orosz) had been put in charge of the Saturday evening special
event``.
Jim Stokes was in charge at the 40th and he came up with a midnight spike drive
that involved driving an 8`spike through an oak railroad tie at midnight after
copious amounts of alcohol had been consumed while wearing goggles and a
helmet from the 1920`s.
Jeffrey came up with a wheelbarrow race relay with a male and female paired
up. There was a twist however the male participants had to dawn a dress
before mounting the wheelbarrow and that is all we are going to say about that.

Al Fair about to
meet the dirt with
his niece Sue at
the helm. Check
out the tee shirt it
has a giant nose on
it donated by Mark
DeRuyte I believe.

Rene Landry taking
his turn. I think he
has the stabilizer
thing figured out.
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1996 was also a very big year for the club in the construction department. The
club started construction of the 4th addition to the clubhouse.

John Vukanics (President) holding the shovel. John has his
arm around George Bosak who headed up the construction.
1996 Building the Addition
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Scans from Hub of the Club
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1997
1997 starts of with a trip to the International World of Motorcycles Show in
January. The club did this show for many years with help from many club
members to set up tear down and man the booth all weekend.

Al Fair and Rene Landry at the January Bike Show
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Event Calendar for 1997

Jeff Orosz takes the #1 Plate in Speedway
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1998
Two of our long
running events.

Flyer from the 1998
Poki-Bari-Dan

Flyer for the
Barry Wells
Blue Balls Brunch
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A couple other long running events are the club fishing trip and the skeet shoot.
The Fishing Trip was started by Barry Wells and Moe Gagnon in 1981 in Dwight
just outside of Huntsville. The first year fishing rods, boats (the Hunky Dori I
believe ) were brought however we found that we were just too busy to get any
fishing done so that was that last year anyone brought fishing gear. The trip has
gone on to be a weekend of riding, cooking, special events, 9Shuffleboard
burnout (checlkwith Jimmy O for clarification on this one), Stoppies over the
handlebars (check with Jeffrey O for clarification on that one), mmm are we
seeing a pattern here, and just good clean fun like stealing a train (check with
Greg Gamm on that one).

A couple shots of the boys
relaxing at Diane’s Poolside
Motel. Cy (Frank Getin),
Jimmy Cseh, Jim Krusell,
Jimmy O blocking ?

Jack Doan leather vest back to the wall…
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1999
1999 starts off as usual with a trip to the Toronto Bike Show however Al Fair
could not attend the set-up so Rene Landry took his Indian to put on display. As
it turned out this was the year that Indian Motorcycle had started up production
after being out of production for 46 years. When the people from Indian
Motorcycle saw him unloading the Board Track Racer they swarmed him asking
all kinds of question if which Rene had all the answers because he was always
helping Al at the shows. Turns out that Speedvision decided to do an interview
with him as well. My brother-in-law called me a few months later and told me
about the interview he saw on TV with a guy who had a bike just like mine. I
guessed I missed my 5 minutes of fame.

Jack Doan (rear) Rene Landry (left) and Gloria Lawson (right)
Handing out info at the bike show

Dirt tracker on loan to
the club for the show
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Jamie Schooley practicing up to
entertain us until the wee hours of
the morning.

The Skeet Shoot was originally started by Wayne Goodbarne and held at the
Hamilton Gun Club. We met as a group and headed out on our bikes with
shotgun bungie corded on and rode from Port Colborne to Hamilton.
Fortunately no one was pulled over as I doubt we could have explained that
one. Barry Wells took over hosting the event when he lived on the lake in the
early eighties. It moved to Bill Hamilton’s place in Wainfleet where the added
attraction was to shoot a Suzuki motorcycle at the end of the competition.

This poor
Suzuki meets
it’s maker.

After the guns
were put
away and the
alcohol came
out it seemed
like a good
idea to go Zip
Lining.
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A very rare Indian 8 Valve Board Track Racer also at the show

Al Fair sitting on a
brand new 1999
Indian Chief
“Some day I am
going to get me
one of these”
Picture taken at the
Indian Open House

Another bike show that we used to do was the Syracuse Swap meet. It was
always the second week in February. Usually Crash, Rene Landry and Al fair
would attend this event.
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The Shooter Bar was always present at most WCMC events

1999 Race Flyer
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2000
The year 2000 starts off with everyone being afraid the world (at least the
electronic world) was going to end. Computers were going to crash etc. etc.
As it turned out the only headaches January first morning were self induced and
the computers were just fine.

Another year another Super Show

The Club brings home two Max Awards
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Another of our long
running events is our
Annual Club Banquet
held on the first Saturday
in November.

Club members
Gary Markowski, Al
Dunn and Jeff Dulaj
shaved their heads
to raise money and
toys to brighten
Christmas. Hey
Gary was that sort
of cheating…
Awesome Job guys
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